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THE MIDDLESEX CANAL - 1793-1853

When the town of Concord was established in

16 36, it was the first New England settlement not on
tidewater. It was on the site of an Indian encampment
called Musketaquid, where what are now called the

Sudbury and the Assabet Rivers join to form the Con-
cord River. Its "Milldam" - for the center of town -

showed in its name this dependence upon the rivers,
and the rich soil deposited by the glaciers moving
southward and upriver of the Concord, made farming
better than on the hardscrabble acres elsewhere.

Curiously, neither Lemuel Shattuck's History of

Concord nor Ruth Wheeler's Concord: Climate for
Freedom gives any hint of the river's use for trans-
porting goods in Colonial times. Perhaps the river
may not have been used thus extensively, but rather
its waterpower milled produce hauled overland to
Boston.

The problem of dependence upon tidewater or
this costly overland transportation gave rise to the
Middlesex Canal, a remarkable feat at that time.
The Thoreau Lyceum is pleased to display, starting
March 27th, an exhibit by the Middlesex Canal Asso-
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ciation, of a model, a display of both early paintings
and more recent ones done with great fidelity, show-
ing this mode of transportation of such great impor-
tance and intermediate to the railroad and trucking of

today.

The mock-Odyssey of the Thoreau brothers in

their 18 39 trip which gave rise to Henry's first book,
A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers took
them down both a river of dreams and one of corn-
merce. The canal boats they encountered came up-
river from Lowell and through the locks in Billerica
running in reverse direction to the Concord River,
through a further series of locks and cuts and aque-
ducts to the Mystic River in Medford, and the Charles
River in Cambridge. Thus was supplied Thatcher
Magoun's shipyard with timbers, and Daniel Webster
noted that the value of New Hampshire produce -

notably timber and granite - was increased in value
by five million dollars by this access to market.

This was a "desperate enterprise" in those days,
and a costly one, with few people to bear the cost.
Boston's population in 17 93 was only 20,000 (scarcely
more than Concord's today), and Lowell did not then
exist. The canal had to be got right, to be surveyed
correctly and built accordingly. Twenty years before
Thoreau's birth there simply weren't enough survey-
ors to give any assurance, and the first surveyor was
off by nearly 40%.

With the Santee Canal from Charlestown, South
Carolina to the Cooper River, 22 miles inland, the
Middlesex Canal shares seniority among these ven-
tures. Their ultimate if brief successes made the
Erie Canal possible. If Thoreau is ambivalent and
wary about commerce, he marvels at what he sees in
A Week , just as he begrudgingly acknowledges the
utility served by the railroad in Walden.

Thus, in A Week, an encounter - on "Tuesday" -

with a canal boat breaks a revery, and Thoreau won-
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ders where, with this commerce, the locally-grown
fruit would ultimately be eaten. The canal boat,

joined by others, becomes a "fleet of junks".

"The canal boat is of very simple construction,

requiring but little ship timber, and, as we are told,

costs about two hundred dollars. They are managed
by two men. In ascending the stream they use poles
fourteen or fifteen feet long, shod with iron, walking
about one third the length of the boat from the forward
end. Going down, they commonly keep in the middle
of the stream, using an oar at each end; or if the wind
is favorable they raise their broad sail, and have only
to steer. They commonly carry down bricks or wood,
- fifteen or sixteen thousand bricks, and as many
cords of wood, at a time, and bring back stores for

the country, consuming two or three days each way
between Concord and Charlestown. . .

.

The news spread like wildfire among us youths,
when formerly, once in a year or two, one of these
boats came up the Concord River, and was seen steal-
ing mysteriously through the meadows and past the
village. It came and departed as silently as a cloud,
without noise or dust, and was witnessed by few. . . .

In after years I read in print, with no little satisfac-
tion, that it was thought by some that, with a little

expense in removing rocks and deepening the channel,
"there might be a profitable inland navigation." _I then
lived somewhere to tell of."

The telling of the Middlesex Canal story was best
done by Christopher Roberts in The Middlesex Canal:
1793-1860, Harvard University Press, 1938. As to
the boats, Howard I. Chapelle's American Small Sail-
ing Craft is well considered and detailed. Writing
without the book at hand (and as more of a Thoreauvian
than a canal buff) I remember his description and that
of William Saltonstall in Ports of Piscataqua of the
gundalow as a rather unique American boat, whereas
the canal boats resembled their English and European
counterparts.
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The most familiar book on the American canal
era is Alvin F. Harlow's Old Towpaths, Appleton,
1926, and biographical material on the Middlesex
Canal's most forceful advocate and builder, Loammi
Baldwin deserves seeking out. The elder Baldwin
was the American contact for the brilliant but iras-
cible Benjamin Thompson, Count Rumford.

Early in March the Lyceum curator journeyed to

the State House to observe State Senator James De-
Normandie present yet another bill designed to place
the jurisdiction of the Walden Pond State Reservation
in the hands of the Department of Natural Resources
rather than under the aegis of the Middlesex County
Commissioners. At that same hearing some repre-
sentatives of the Middlesex Canal Association, Inc.,

spoke in behalf of a bill to enable the DNR to pre-
serve and administer the remaining sections of the
canal, both as an example of economic history and as
possible recreation areas.

The link between the Thoreau Lyceum and the
Middlesex Canal having been forged on Sunday, Sep-
tember 1, 1839, when John and Henry Thoreau
entered the Canal "just above the Billerica Falls"on
their way down the Concord and up the Merrimack, it

seemed entirely appropriate to invite the Association
to favor the Lyceum with an exhibition of its memora-
bilia. Included are maps, paintings, models of canal
boats and a section of aqueduct, surveyors' notebooks,
stock certificates, etc.

The opening of the Exhibit on Saturday, March 27,

will be marked by a reception for the Board members
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of the Canal Association and refreshments will be
served from 4:00 to 6:00. On April 24, the annual
meeting of the members at large will be held in

Concord and they will be welcomed at the Lyceum
to inspect their own collection. Our thanks are due
to Louis Eno, President and Fred Harris, Historian,

for accepting our invitation with so much enthusiasm
and for arranging the display.

Tom Blanding spent 6 days in Concord this month
working in the Lyceum and at the Concord Free Pub-
lic Library on an independent study of the friendship
between Emerson and Thoreau. The Lyceum, as
well as Tom, is honored by his recent appointment
as an editor of the forthcoming Princeton edition of

the works of Henry Thoreau.
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Announcement has just been made of the plans for
the third year of SUNY's Summer Seminars at Con-
cord. Professor Walter Harding will preside at both
sessions this year; the first, from June 28 to July 16,

will be English 490 - Proseminar in Henry David
Thoreau, an unstructured discussion of the life and
writings of Thoreau including field trips to sites
associated with him. The second session, English
530 will consist of Studies in American Transcen-
dentalism and will begin on July 19 and end August 6.

The Lyceum curator had the pleasure of auditing the
Thoreau course in 1970 and highly recommends it as
a source of scholarly information and pleasure. Six
Seefurth Foundation awards are available for the
Thoreau Course. Those interested should write to
Professor Harding, SUNY, Geneseo, N. Y. 14454.

May 1 is the date set for the annual Thoreau
Lyceum Wild Flower Plant Sale. This very popular
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event will be held from 10:00 to 5:00 on Saturday and
anything left will be available the next day from 2:00

to 5:00. Lists of plants to be sold will be ready for

reference at the Lyceum after April 20 and advance
orders may be made. Guides to wild flower identifi-

cation as well as hints on propagation will be found in

the Lyceum Book Shop.

THE FUTURE OF WALDEN?

Good news from the Conservation Legislative
Bulletin sent to us by the Massachusetts Forest and
Park Association: The bill to transfer the Walden
Pnd State Reservation to the Department of Natural
Resources, S753 , was reported out favorably by the
Natural Resources and Agriculture Committee on
March 1 and has been referred to the Senate Ways
and Means Committee. We are very anxious to see
this bill move on to final passage. Those who are
interested should write to the Chairman of Senate
Ways and Means , Senator James A. Kelley, Jr ., and
urge that his Committee report the bill out favorably
as soon as possible.

GOWING'S SWAMP

"A town is saved not more by the righteous men
in it than by the woods and swamps that surround it.

A township where one primitive forest waves above
while another primitive forest rots below, such a
town is fitted to raise not only corn and potatoes but
poets and philosophers for the coming ages. 11 Now
the Sudbury Valley Trustees, a land trust, surely
a group of "righteous men" have saved Thoreau's
Gowing Swamp by purchasing a large part of it. Now
if we can prevent the State Engineering Department
from decimating the Concord Town Forest with a
cloverleaf, we shall be sure of a forest above rela-
tively near the forest rotting below.
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LINES FROM THE LYCEUM LIBRARY

An elegant newcomer to our shelves is the two-
volume Walden published by the Bibliophile Society in

1909. As Walter Harding says in his A Thoreau Hand -

book , Franklin Sanborn in "his usual high-handed way
cut, added, edited and revised to suit his own tastes,

so that the final product was utterly unlike anything
Thoreau conceived" but it is an interesting curiosity.

In his prefatory remarks Henry W. Harper says of

Thoreau that "Cupid's virus seems not to have been
deeply inoculated into his veins," a statement which
is almost worth the price of the volumes.

Gifts of books and money have been made to the

Lyceum Library by the parents of Kenneth Gainer, a

graduate student at Brown at the time of his death by
accident in 1967. His thesis is on the prose style of

Thoreau.

Books will also be provided in memory of the
Fayton family - Larry, Judy, Brian, Jennifer, Becky,
Bradley and Lawrence - all lost in a tragic plane acci-
dent in November. Their friends, Robert and Anita
Stubblebine of Concord, felt that this was an appropri-
ate way of remembering "their spirit as a family."

The Ricketson bust of Thoreau which stood for
three years in the Lyceum's exhibit alcove has been
returned to Middlesex School with-thanks. The Lyce-
um now has its own copy made possible by friends and
the family of Olive Gage Root, a resident of Concord
for 83 years. Mrs. Root, who came to Concord when
she was 5, grew up on Elm Street next door to the
house where Walton Ricketson and his sister Anna
lived. This memorial gift is particularly significant
since Mrs. Root was an early member of the Thoreau
Society and owned a good-sized collection of books on
Concord and Concord authors, Henry Thoreau in par-
ticular.
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THE ANNOTATED WALDEN

Philip Van Doren Stern's The Annotated Walden
(Clarkson N. Potter, 502 p., $10.95), is now at hand,
and receiving the diligent study it deserves. It uses
copious and well-chosen woodcut and photographic
illustrations while the editor judiciously selects one
column of notes for each column of text of the first

edition of Walden and the 1866 edition of "Civil Dis-
obedience.1T~ArTexcellent chronology is included.

This is an enormous collection of generally apposite
quotations and insights, presumably the fruit of many
years.

At a few points Stern seems to this writer to cull

and exaggerate in asserting "the uncertain verdict
seems to be thai Thoieau liad latent homoerotic ten-
dencies. Whether they ever became overt or not may
never be revealed unless some new documentation is

discovered." And then adducing "posthumous censor-
ship. Since Thoreau cut up his Journals and other
manuscripts to use the clipped pages in his work, the

clipping process could be continued after he was dead
and not been detected." Could have been? By whom?
Sophia? It seems more in character that she would
do what to all intents she did, keep her brother's work
as carefully intact as possible, and seek to get it into
the hands of a friend who would see to its publication.
She was no Sophia Hawthorne, to make genteel and
bland the phrases of a dead author. What about Emer-
son and Sanborn? Emerson was honestly careful not
to offend contemporaries, and with Thoreau's work
barely reaching popularity, he tended to cut and re-
duce, but not from the manuscript, and always from
the transcribed version. Sanborn, who Stern believes
to have been undeservedly discredited, certainly did

not have, like Poe's literary executors, an axe to

grind - or to swing.

Stern, then, in this instance and in attributing
more general rather than specific bitterness to Thor-
eau, seeks to make him more of a misanthrope and a
misogynist, more of a frustrated writer, than his



sense of humor, his unwillingness to run amok, his
Journals , make him out to be.
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THANATOPSIS

We note with regret the deaths of three artists of

Thoreauvian interests: Rockwell Kent, Thomas W.
Nason and Henry Bugbee Kane.

Rockwell Kent, who was 88, most diligently
pursued civil liberties, both in labor causes and
against restraints to international friendships. His
most Thoreauvian book, Wildnerness, appeared in

1920, and describes a year spent with his young son
and with a hermit, L. M. Olson, on Fox Island,

Resurrection Bay, Alaska in 1918. His drawings here
have a Blake -like quality. Also memorable are his

Moby Dick and N by E .

Thomas W. Nason, who died at 82, was a print-
maker of quality. While many of his prints appeared
singly, his wood-engravings in the Heritage Press,
Walden , make this one of the most attractive editions.

Henry Bugbee Kane was a friend and neighbor of
the Lyceum. Long associated with M.I.T. and living
in Lincoln, he was able, on weekends, to get out into

Thoreau Country where he not only made good use of
his camera as was seen in his Thoreau's Walden: A
Photographic Register , but also stored up impression
and detail of surroundings which came to life in his
inimiable black and white drawings found in the Tho-
reau Trilogy, originally published by Norton and now
found in the Bramhall edition. We remember with
pride that the last exhibit of his work graced the walls
of the Lyceum last summer.
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THE THOREAU LYCEUM
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

Member $ 3.00

Family 5.00

Friend of the Lyceum 10.00

Contributing Member 25.00

Life Member 100.00

156 Belknap Street
Concord, Massachusetts 01742

Telephone: (617) 369-5912

Non-profit and Tax-exempt
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